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Here we present the CAIRO+ language [1, 2] that allows the analog designer to create parameterized
generators of analog functions. CAIRO+ is aimed to help the designer to document his knowledge thus
creating a library of analog functions. Complex hierarchical analog function generators are designed by
using existing generators of simpler functions. These generators can be designed to be independent of the
fabrication process thus enabling process and specification migration. The CAIRO+ language, composed
of C++ predefined functions, is a new answer to the automation of electrical and layout design of analog
circuits [3].
CAIRO+ operates in two different modes :designandsynthesis. In thedesignmode, the designer defines
hierarchy and provides suitable sizing and biasing procedure for the analog cell. A sizing and biasing
procedure is a routine that computes the sizes and biasing voltages for a transistor. The designer also
controls electrical parameter propagation between different modules and devices in the hierarchy. In the
synthesismode, the designer defines the hierarchy and provides some basic electrical parameters about
devices. Integrity checks are enforced to ensure electrical coherence for devices. The sizing and biasing
procedure is automatically extracted from the hierarchy and executed to size and bias the whole cell.
In order to design a new module generator, the analog designer has to write the following functions
corresponding to our design flow :

1. Capture of Netlist and Layout Templates.In this step, functions allow the creation of the netlist
and the relative placement of unsized instances.

2. Design Space Exploration.In thedesignmode [4], specifications are propagated from top to down
in the module tree thanks to dedicated functions used by the designer to develop his own sizing
strategy. The result is a sized schematic. In thesynthesismode [5], a sizing and biasing procedure
is automatically extracted based on the hierarchy of the analog cell. The extracted procedure is then
executed to determine all electrical and small signal parameters of each transistor in the circuit.
Automatic offset voltages are inserted in the cell to ensure that all user conditions are respected in
the case of well-constrained, under-constrained and over-constrained transistors.

3. Procedural Routing. During this step, the designer routes the cell using predefined routing func-
tions. These functions ensures correct routing for any device shape deformation during synthesis.

Finally, given a geometrical constraint, like module height or aspect ratio, the feasible height of the
module is selected, by examining it’s shape function. With a recursive top to bottom approach, the actual
shape of devices is selected. Then the relative placement is performed. Hierarchical routing from bottom
to top is then performed.
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